The United Nations Volunteers (UNV) programme works to harness the power of volunteers and volunteerism in support of global peace and development. The UNV Online Volunteering service connects development organizations with volunteers through the Internet to help address peace and development challenges and strengthen the impact of organizations’ work. Since its creation in 2000, the UNV Online Volunteering service has grown steadily; in 2013, UNV mobilized over 11,000 UN Online Volunteers serving United Nations entities, civil society organizations and public institutions in highly specialized and flexible ways.

Through its Online Volunteering service, UNV offers the private sector a contemporary and modern tool to demonstrate corporate social responsibility, allowing employees to connect with a social cause from wherever they are and to contribute to tackling global challenges while pursuing a demanding career.
What is in it for my company?

- Staff development & leadership opportunities
- Co-branding (company look & feel, dashboard and tailored search in company platform/intranet)
- Visibility of employee experiences and company’s support (global web & network of 400,000+ users)
- Tracking & results measurement of activities (engagement & social impact)
- Collaboration with industry leader unparalleled by any other volunteer service globally (satisfaction of organizations and volunteers with UNV at 86 per cent and with their collaboration at 94 per cent)
- Universal reach and neutrality of the United Nations

What is in it for my employees?

- Easy and strategic access to unique peace and development opportunities of a global network of UN, nongovernmental organizations, public institutions
- Preferred access to opportunities
- Safe experience for employees through vetting of organizations, screening of opportunities, quality control by UNV
- User friendly opportunities and alert management tools
- UN Online Volunteer certification for employees
- Access to dedicated multilingual support, as well as learning and best practices from organizations and volunteers worldwide

Contact info@onlinevolunteering.org to get more information about our all-in volunteering employee solution!

The United Nations Volunteers (UNV) programme is the UN organization that promotes volunteerism to support peace and development worldwide. Volunteerism can transform the pace and nature of development and it benefits both society at large and the individual volunteer. UNV contributes to peace and development by advocating for volunteerism globally, encouraging partners to integrate volunteerism into development programming and mobilizing volunteers. UNV is administered by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). For more information about UNV, please visit www.unv.org.